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Resumen

El análisis de transitorios electromagnéticos en líneas de transmisión requiere modelos

capaces de reproducir los efectos producidos por la dependencia con respecto a la

frecuencia de los parámetros eléctricos. Los modelos en el dominio del tiempo

presentan algunos problemas para considerar estos efectos, mientras que en el dominio

de la frecuencia esto se realiza directamente. Los modelos en el dominio de la

frecuencia de líneas o cables son muy precisos; sin embargo presentan dificultades para

considerar no linealidades y no es posible incluirlos en programas de simulación en el

dominio del tiempo del tipo EMTP.

En este trabajo se presentan dos nuevos modelos de línea de transmisión

multiconductora con parámetros eléctricos dependientes de la frecuencia para el análisis

de transitorios electromagnéticos en el dominio del tiempo. Ambos modelos se basan en

el método de características. En contraste con el método tradicional de características,

los modelos presentados en este trabajo no requieren de la discretization espacial a lo

largo de la línea. En ambos modelos, la dependencia frecuencial de los parámetros

eléctricos se incluye por medio de la resistencia transitoria.

En el primer modelo, para obtener los voltajes y corrientes en los extremos de la línea

de transmisión se determinan, por medio de interpolación lineal en el eje de

propagación, los valores de voltajes y corrientes modales necesarios. Por otro lado en el

segundo modelo, se aplica a cada modo por separado un método interpolación de

segundo orden sobre el eje del tiempo. Este último modelo se usa también para el

análisis de sistemas de transmisión subterráneos.
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Abstract

Electromagnetic transient analysis in transmission lines requires models capable of

reproducing the effects of the frequency dependence of the electrical parameters.

Models in time domain present some problems considering these effects while in the

frequency domain this is straightforward. Frequency domain models of lines and cables

are very accurate; however, they present difficulties in dealing with nonlinearities and

are impractical for interfacing them with time domain simulation programs such as

EMTP.

In this work, two models for multiconductor transmission lines with frequency

dependent electrical parameters, for time domain electromagnetic transient analysis are

presented. The models are based on the method of characteristics. In contrast with the

regular method of characteristics, the models presented in this work do not require the

spatial discretization along the line. In both methods, the frequency dependence of the

electrical parameters is included by means ofa transient resistance.

In the first model for obtaining voltages and currents at the transmission line ends a

linear interpolation method on the propagation axis is applied to determine the required

valúes of modal voltages and currents. On the other hand, in the second model a second

order interpolation on the time axis for each mode is performed in a separated way to

calcúlate modal voltages, currents and convolution terms. This latter model is also used

in the analysis ofunderground transmission systems.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

An electromagnetic transient occurs when there is a sudden energy interchange between

inductances and capacitances ofthe electrical power system. This change can be caused

by direct or indirect lightning impaets, switching operations, faults etc. [1].

Electromagnetic transients produce overvoltages and overcurrents which propágate

through the power system. Overvoltages can produce serious damage to electrical

apparatus and systems. On the other hand overcurrents produce excessive heating in

electrical appliances deteriorating the protecting insulation. Therefore, determination of

the magnitude and characteristics of these quantities is very important in order to know

how they affect the electrical equipment and the system in general [1,2].

Transmission lines (TLs) are the largest part ofthe power system and through them the

energy is transmitted to the distribution system to be sent to the consumption centers.

The energy transmission should be done complying with several quality factors defined

by each electrical company. Thus, it is very important to know the waveform and the

magnitude oftransient voltages and currents on a TL, since those variables could affect

the operation ofthe system. Besides, with this information protections for all implicated

electrical appliances can be designed, increasing the reliability ofthe system.

There are methods and models in the frequency and time domain for the analysis of

electromagnetic transients on transmission lines. The first techniques used for these

analyses were ofa graphical type, two ofthe most known are Bergeron's method, which

was developed for hydraulic system, and Bewley's method, best known as Lattice

Diagram [2]. These methods do not directly consider losses or the frequency

dependence ofthe electrical parameters ofthe line. H. W. Dommel developed in 1968 a
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program in the time domain based on Bergeron's method, well known today as the

"Electromagnetic Transients Program" (EMTP) [3]. Later on, altemative versions aróse

such as the "Electromagnetic Transients for Direct Current" (EMTDC) and the

"Altemative Transient Program" (ATP).

The first models of single phase lines where the frequency dependence ofthe electrical

parameters was considered appeared in the early 70's. These models were presented by

Budner and Snelson in 1970 [4] and 1972 [5], respectively, and were based on

introducing convolution operations in the transmission line equations. In 1975 H. W.

Dommel and Meyer used in the EMTP the technique developed by Snelson solving the

convolutions by means ofthe trapezoidal rule [5].

In 1975 A. Dabuleanu and A. Semlyen proposed a recursive solution for the

convolutions; with this development, and using the modal domain, the analysis was

extended to the multiconductor case [6].

In 1982, J. Martí developed a model where the frequency dependence of the

propagation function and the characteristic impedance is considered. The characteristic

impedance is taken into account by means of a rational approximation based on the

Foster representation with poles and zeros obtained with Bode's method. This model

considers the transformation matrix as real and constant [7]. In a subsequent work L.

Martí presented a model that included the frequency dependence ofthe transformation

matrix for the case ofunderground cables [8].

In 1998 Gustavsen and Semlyen proposed a method in the phase domain. In this work

the characteristic impedance and the propagation function were modeled by using the

vector fitting technique, where all the elements of each column of the transformation

matrix are fitted using the same poles [9]. Another model in the phase domain was

proposed by Morched, Gustavsen and Tartibi in 1999; this model aróse from the

necessities ofmodeling the high frequency dependence ofthe electrical parameters. The

most important advantage ofthis last model is the adequate fitting ofthe characteristic

admittance and the propagation function by means of rational approximations [10]. This

model is considered today the most advanced and accurate one in the time domain.
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In 2009 A. Ambrosio presented a method in time domain for modeling transmission

lines with frequency dependent parameters [11]. The model is based on the method of

characteristics [12]. The frequency dependence is included in the model by means ofthe

transient resistance, which is expressed in terms of a sum of rational functions. The

modal analysis is used to extend the method to multiconductor lines.

In general, in order to consider the skin effect due to the presence of non ideal

conductors in the line it is necessary to approximate the frequency behavior of the

electrical parameters. The approximation procedures besides being complex, produce

errors in the results. It is shown in [13] that, even with an advanced line model, some

errors still appear when high frequency dependence is considered. Using techniques in

the frequency domain avoids those problems because it is no necessary to make

approximations in considering the frequency dependence of electrical parameters.

Moreover, with the development ofnumerical transformation techniques it is possible to

obtain reliable results in time domain. However, when modeling systems with non-

linear elements is needed, the methods in the frequency domain present difficulties

since these techniques have been developed for linear time invariant systems [13, 14]. A

procedure that makes used ofthe Superposition Theorem was presented by S. J. Day et

al. in 1965 [15] and has been used for modeling some non-linear conditions in

frequency domain techniques, but there are still some disadvantages in these methods

[13].

1.2 Scope

As it was mentioned previously, there are many works which are related to the analysis

and modeling of transmission lines. Neither the models in frequency domain ñor the

models in time domain can be used for modeling all kinds of transmission lines. Both

domains present different disadvantages and restrictions. It is for this reason that these

topics are still being investigated and this makes necessary to establish a general

methodology that does not present the problems that are common in the models used

nowadays.
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In this work two models for multiconductor transmission lines with frequency

dependent electrical parameters are presented. The models are based on the time domain

solution of the telegrapher's equations using the method of characteristics. Rational

approximations obtained by means ofthe vector fitting technique are used to include the

frequency dependence of the electrical parameters. One of the methods is also used in

cables modeling. The techniques presented in this thesis are validated by means of

several examples and the results are compared with a method in the frequency domain

and with simulations using the J. Marti Model and the ULM (Universal line model).

1.3 Review of J. Martí Model

In this section the model developed by J. Martí is described. The technique is based on

the concept ofweighting functions presented in the work by Meyer and Dommel [4, 7].

To avoid reflections at the end of the line an impedance whose frequency response is

equal to that ofthe characteristic impedance is connected. This consideration allows to

obtain the weighting functions a¡(f) and a_(f), where a¡(t) will have just the first spike

and a_y{t)
= 0. The response ofthe weighting functions and the equivalent network are

shown in the Fig (1.1) and Fig. (1.2), respectively.

In order to obtain the weighting function, the backward and forward traveling functions

in the frequency domain are obtained [7]:

FK(w) = VK(w) +Zeg(w)IK(w) (1.1)

Fm{MÍ) = Vm(w)+Zeq(w)Im(w) (1.2)

BKM = vkM
-

Zeq(w)IK (w) (1.3)

BmM =

Vm(w)-Zeq(w)Im(w) (1.4)

Where FK and Fm are the forward traveling function, BK and Bm are the backward

traveling function, Zeq is the characteristic impedance. Considering that, the general

solutions in the frequency domain is defined as follows [1]:

VK(yv) = Cosh\y(w)e]Vm(w)-Zc(w)sinh\r(w)e]lm(w) (1.5a)

4
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Figure 1.1 Equivalent network.
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«,(0
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_L_L

J l_

«2(0 = 0

(O

(O

Figure 1.2. Weighting functions response.

'*(") =~rTsinh[r(w)/K(w)-cosh[Kw)/]/w(w) (1.5b)

Zc (vv) = ^¡Z(w)Y(w) and /( vv) =
Z(w)

Y(w)
(1.6a), (1.6b)

by comparison of (1.1)-(1.4) with the general solution defined in (1.5) the next

expressions are obtained:

BK(w) = Ax(w)Fm(,w)

B„,(w) = A](w)FK(w)

(1.7a)

(1.7b)



where

Ax(w) = e
_ „-K*)' _

cosh[^(vv)£]+ sinh[^(w)af]
(1.8)

Expressing in time domain eqns. (1.7) gives:

bk(t) = \fm(t-u)ax(u)du (1.9a)

bm(t) = \fk(t-u)a_(u)du (1.9b)

As long as the time step At is smaller than r, the valúes bk and bm can be defined from

the past history terms of the function Fm and Fk- With these considerations and

expressing eqns. (1 .3) and (1 .4) in time domain gives:

vk(t) = ek(t) + bk

vm(0 = em(t) + bm

(1.10a)

(1.10b)

being e„ and em the voltages across Zeq. Equations (1.10) represent a model with a

Norton's equivalent circuit for each TL end, as shown in Fig. (1.3).

'*(')

v*(0 -eq í) (í
hh Lh

ao

v«(0

Figure 1.3. Norton's circuit model.
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1.3.1 Synthesis of the Characteristic Impedance and Propagation
Function

The synthesis of the characteristic admittance is obtained by means of a Foster

realization, as shown in Fig. (1.4).

Figure 1.4. Foster representation.

where R0 = k„, R¡ = kjp„ C¡ = l/k,. For z-1, 2, ..., n. The valúes/?, and k¡ are the poles

and residues obtained from the expansión in partíais fractions ofZ_9as follows.

Zeq(s)
= k0 +

s + p_ s + p2

- + ...+ ■

s + p¡

(1.11)

In order to obtain the current sources of Fig. (1.3), the evaluation ofthe weighting

function ofthe history terms given by eqns. (1.9) is required. Recursive evaluation of

the convolution integráis was adopted by J. Martí to approximate a\(t). According to

Fig. (1 .2) it can be seen that:

a¿t) = p(t-T)

Expressing (1.12) in frequency domain gives:

-JWT
A.(w) = P(w)e

The function P(w) can be expanded in rational function as follows:

P(s)-N(s)-H (s+ziXs+z2)....(s+z„)
A

D(s) (s + p_)(s + p2)....(s + pm)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

Substituting (1.14) in (1.13) and expressing the result in time domain the next

expression is obtained:

í3,(0 = (/-:,<r/''('-r) +K2e-*^-+Kme-^'-'))u(t-T) (] ]5)

This result allows evaluation ofthe history integráis in a recursive way.

7



1.4 Review of the Universal line Model

This technique is the most general model in the time domain for overhead and

underground transmission lines. The model is developed in the phase domain and

includes the frequency dependence ofthe electrical parameters. The model requires the

synthesis of the characteristic admittance and the propagation function which present

fast variation; this complicates the synthesis of these parameters. The propagation

function is first fitted in the modal domain and with these results it is then fitted in the

phase domain, whereas the characteristics admittance is fitted directly in the phase

domain [10].

The relation between the voltages and currents at the ends of lines are defined by the

next expression:

Ycv-i = 2ií=2HiJbr (1.16)

where /, and i)-_, are the incident and reflected currents respectively, Yc and H are defined

as follows:

H=exp(--/YZ7) (1.17a)

Yc = Z~'a/ZY (1.17b)

The matrices Z and Y are the series impedance and the shunt admittance matrices per

unit length. Applying modal decomposition to the H matrix the following expression is

obtained:

H(H-)=Te-A<w)/T-' =¿ rk(w)e~Á'iw)' = £ Hk(w)e-JWT' (1.18)

where T is the eigenvectors matrix. Tk is obtained from the product ofthe kth column

ofT times the kth rowofT1. From the combination of( 1.1 8) and (1.16) and expressing

the result in time domain gives:

Yc.V-i = 2¿H„(/-r,);y/. (1.19)

8



The modal contribution ofH can be defined as follows:

Hk(w) = rk(w)e-Á'{w)f = rk(_w)e-X^w)eeJwri (1.20)

Using the vector fitting technique for the fitting of these functions and applying delay

times to fit H in phase domain gives:

h//ow,)=E
JX c

"a-p vmkij -PVk

(1.21a)

where Nk is the number of poles for the kth mode. Expressing (1.21a) in matrix form

gives the following:

AX=B (1.21b)

where X are the residues matrix, the columns and rows ofA and B correspond to the

frequency points and to the elements ofH, respectively. The poles pmk are included in

the ith and jth element ofthe fitted H-matrix.

1.5 Review ofthe Characteristics Model with Spatial Discretization

The time domain equations for an overhead multiconductor transmission line with

frequency dependent electrical parameters can be expressed as follows [12, 34].

rl rl

U +A—U + BU +W = 0

dt

where

A =

H

0 C"1

D
'

0

(1.22)

B =

C'G 0

0 D'R,

U* w =

o

D""F

(1.23a), (1.23b)

(1.24a), (1.24b)

The parameters C and G are defined in section 2.2; D, R* and ¥ are defined in

Appendix B. In order to find a solution for V and I, (1.22) should be modified

performing a time domain modal analysis. Applying modal analysis as it is shown in

[34] the next equations system for the jth mode are obtained:

9



i^r-lK.MJhr,
(d d)
— + Yi

(1.25a)

(1.25b)

where sub-index./ indicates corresponding elements for the jth mode. In Fig. (1 .5) a new

coordinates system given by two families of lines known as "characteristics" is shown.

These families of lines are solutions of:

,dx

Y>=±lLt (1.26)

Along the characteristic lines the terms in parenthesis of (1.25) become total derivatives,

henee it can be written:

«

dVmj + ZWJdImj +dXj~ZRJk Imk + dxj ZwJGj Vmj + dxjipmJ =0 ( 1 .27a)
*=i

dVmJ -Zwjdlmj +dXj_ZKjkImk -dXjZWJGjVmj +dxj¥nj =0 (1.27b)
*=i

Equations (1.26) and (1.27) are an Ordinary Differential Equations system that

represents the Partial Differential Equations system given by (1.22). In Fig. (1.5), Velmj

are the propagation velocities of each mode and V°'E,Fws the corresponding modal

voltages.

10



D

G

~?sr.
1

\

3.

A/

Vm\ ym2 Vmj
a

"J rm2 vi

F VF „/•*
mX

Figure I.S. Characteristics curve diagram for the interior points ofthe line.

Applying the central finite differences method to (1.27) according to Fig. (1.5) and

expressing the result in matrix form the next equations for Vm and \m at interior points

ofthe line are obtained:

I- =--/«v(z,)[H6 («,-«,) (Vi'-V^ +Z.ía, +«,) (I* -i:) + 2a2Z,i:
Ax

-^(o, +«,)(»- +t:)_ai-^-
(1.28a)

\í =i,>iv(H5)[H6(«l +«,) (v» + v;)+2H6«2 V¿ +Z, («, -*,){\°m -\Fm)

where

Ax,

+^(«,-«,)(T» +■*•;)
(1.28b)

H5 = 1.
AxZwG

2

H6 = 1.
AxZwG

2

Z,== zM
A»R*-

2

7 -7
AxR;rm

(1.29a)

(1.29b)

(1.30a)

(1.30b)

11



Z =Z A'AxfTV'K,/-1,
9 2

2 £ 1 +Aí/

Ii is the identity matrix; the variables V®f-F I°fr and ip£-f,Faie calculated using a

second order interpolation method.

1.5.1 Boundary Points

For the solution ofVm and Im at the ends ofthe line, it is necessary to establish boundary

conditions. It is important to note that, at the beginning ofthe line, only the equation

corresponding to characteristics with negative slope is available; on the other hand, at

the end ofthe line only the equation corresponding to characteristics with positive slope

is available. With these conditions it is possible to obtain a Norton's circuit model that

represents the ends ofthe line. Applying the central finite differences method to (1.27)

according to Fig. (1.6) the solution for the boundaries ofthe line is obtained. Expressing

the result in matrix form gives:

H5V¿-Z,l£=V„Sm (1.32a)

HjYÍ+Z^-V^ (1.32b)

where

V^,=H6V: -Z1l£ + ^('P£+<) (1.33a)

Va.-H.V^+Z.lZ-^te+TÍ;) (l*33b)
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Figure 1.6. Characteristics curve diagram for the boundaries line.

Equations (1.33) represent history terms delayed a time step, At. Applying the modal

transformation matrices to (1.32) the next equation in phase domain is obtained:

I5=Y(?Vs+l£s,Ii=YeV.i+l2i (1.34a), (1.34b)

where

I¿=-T,I¿

i =t,i;

V¿=TVV¿

Vs=TyV*

^HS ~ T/Z- V/íSiii

\XU — _T 7~'V
lHL~ *

/*%
y
HLni

Y.=T/Z;'H5V

(1.35a)

(1.35b)

(1.36a)

(1.36b)

(1.37a)

(1.37b)

(1.38)

From equation (1.34) the Norton s equivalent circuits for the source and load

boundaries are obtained as shown in Fig. 1 .7.
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Figure 1.7. Norton's circuit model for the source and load boundary.

1.6 Review of Frequency Domain Modeling ofMTL

In this section a review of the frequency domain modeling of Multiconductor

Transmission lines is presented. The procedure consists of first solving the transmission

line equations and after that finding a circuit model for the transmission line.

1.6.1 Solution ofthe Multiconductor Transmission Line Equations

The equations that describe the transmission line behavior in the frequency domain are:

(1.39a,b)
rfV(Z'S)

-, Z(s)I(z.s) ,
-^^ =Y(.)V(V)

dz dz

where V(z,s) and l(z,s) are the voltage and current vectors, respectively; Z(s) and Y(s)

are the per unit length impedance and admittance matrices; s is the Laplace variable.

Taking a second derivative of (1.39a):

d2\(z,s) 7(.dl(z,s)
dz2 dz

(1.40)

using (1.39b) yields:

d2\(z.s)

dz2
= A(s)V(z,s) ( 1.41a)

where

14



A(s) = Z(s)\(s) (1.41b)

Assuming that A(s) is diagonalizable:

A(s) =T^V (1.42)

where k= Xr(s) is the eigenvalues diagonal matrix of A(s) and TK ■= T,, (s) is a matrix

whose columns are the corresponding eigenvectors.

Substituting (1.42) into (1.41a) and left multiplying by T,:1 the next expression is

obtained:

d2[%'V(z,s)]
dz2

= XTyV(z,s) (1.43)

Defining modal voltages vector as:

Vm(z,s) = VV(z,i) (1.44)

it can be written:

d2Vm(z,s)
dz2

= XYm(z,s) (1.45)

Equation (1.45) is formed by n decoupled ordinary differential equations whose

general solution for the ith mode is:

Vmi(z.s) = VFm¡(s)e-*' +VBai(s)e» (1.46)

where VFm,{s) and F_¡m,(5) are integration constants and y, is the propagation constant

defined as:

r,
= 4X; = al+j/}l (1.47)

where a, is the attenuation constant in Nep/m and fi the phase constant in rad/m.

Grouping the n solutions to (1 .46), it can be written in compact form as:

Vm(2, s) = exp(-rz) VFm<s) + exp(+rz) VHm(s)

where

15



exp(±rz) =

e±h* O O

O e±y'! O

O

O O e±r"z

Yx
•• O

O ».

Yn

-JÍ

Using (1 .44) it can be written in the phase domain as follows:

V(z, s) = exp(-Yz)V,,(_.) + exp(+Vz) VB(s)

where

exp(+Yz) = T„ exp(±rz) Tp"

Y^ri^1 =yfX(sj

The solution for the currents can be obtained from ( 1 .39a), then

dV(z,s)

Substituting (1.51) gives:

I(z,s) = -Z(sy

,-xd

dz

I(z,s) = -Z(Syl -[exp(-Yz) VF (s) +exp(+Yz)Vfl(_0]

Performing the derivative and rearranging gives the follows:

I(z, s) = Y0 [ exp(-Yz) VF (s)
- exp(+Yz) Vfl (s)]

where

Yn=Z_1Y

(1.49)

(1.50)

(1.51)

(1.52a)

(1.52b)

(1.53)

(1.54)

(1.55)

(1.56)
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1.6.2 Admittance model.

In order to obtain an admittance model ofa transmission line the boundary conditions

should be used. At the receiving end ofthe line, z = 0, as shown in Fig. 1.8, from (1.51)

and (1.55) gives:

V(0)=V/.=V,.+ Vfl

IÍOW^YjV.-V,]

(1.57a)

(1.57b)

z=-d z
= 0

Figure. 1.8. Boundary conditions ofa transmission line.

from (1.57)

VF=i(Vi+Z0I¿)

Vs = i(V¿-Z0I,.)

For the sending end, z
= -d:

V(-d) =Ve= exp(Yí/) VF +exp(-Y</) Vs

l(-d) = le = Y0 [ expíYúO VF
- expí+Yí/) \B]

Combining (1.58) and (1.59) it can be found:

A -B

-B A V

where

A = \0cothC¥d)

B = \0csch(x¥d)

(1.58a)

(1.58b)

(1.59a)

(1.59b)

(1.60)

(1.61a)

(1.61b)

17



lr-~lL (1.61c)

Vr=VL (1.61d)

Figure 1.9 shows the admittance model defined by (1.60). This model can be used to

form the bus admittance ofa network. The excitations are the Laplace transforms ofthe

time domain sources. After solving the network time domain waveforms are obtained

using the Inverse Numerical Laplace Transform [19].

*

A -B

■

+ +

ve
-B A

v,
-

—

Figure 1.9. Admittance model ofa transmission line.
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2 Multiconductor

Transmission Line

Modeling

2.1 Introduction

Transmission lines are the most common elements in electrical power systems. The

electric energy is transmitted to the user through them and it can be transmitted either in

the form of direct current or alternating current. Moreover depending of its design the

line can be overhead or underground.

Due to the importance of transmission lines, it has been necessary the development of

mathematical models that represent their behavior. These models are characterized by

the next parameters: the resistance R, that represents the series losses, the inductance L,

that represents the magnetic flux generated by the current flowing through the

conductors, the capacitance C, that represents the displacement currents among

conductors in the transversal plañe and the conductance G, that represents the transverse

currents flowing among conductors.

The models of transmission lines used for electromagnetic transients analysis can be of

lumped or distributed parameters. In order to consider the propagation of waves on

transmission lines and correctly reproduce the behavior of electromagnetic transients it

is necessary to develop models with distributed parameters.

In Section 2.2 in order to introduce the basis of the new method a model for

multiconductor transmission lines without frequency dependence is first presented, it is

based in the well known method of characteristics and modal analysis [12].
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In Section 2.3 the frequency dependence ofthe electrical parameters is included in the

model by means ofa rational approximation ofthe transient resistance [16].

Finally, a number of line configurations are used to validate the model and the results

are compared to those from a frequency domain method [ 1 5] and from the ATP//EMTP

[3]-

2.2 Multiconductor Transmission Line with Constant Electrical

Parameters

The telegrapher's equations have been used for the analysis of transient state; these

equations govem the behavior ofthe transmission line. In time domain these equations

can be expressed as follows:

^M +L^)+RI(íf,.) = 0
af at

dl(Z,t) ,,-dV(<f,r)
+c- +GV(£,.) = 0

(2.1)

(2.2)
d£ dt

Where L, C, R and G are the electrical parameters described previously, V(-_r,r)and

I(<f:,í)are the voltages and currents ofthe line respectively. Independent variables / and

£ represent time and distance, respectively. For aerial lines the conductance G is

negligible but this is not the case for underground cables modeling. Multiplying (2.1)

and (2.2) by L~~ and C~ respectively, the next equation in matrix form is obtained

[12].

—U + A—U + BU = 0

d4 dt
(2.3)

where

A =

0 C
'

L1 0

B
C"'G 0

0 L'R

(2.4a)

(2.4b)
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u =

"v(f.o"

i(í.O
(2.4c)

The diagonalization ofthe LC and CL produets are defined as follows:

T,7LCTK = A (2.5a)

and

Ta-'CLT^A (2.5b)

where T-, and T; are the transformation matrices of voltages and currents, respectively. A

is a diagonal matrix whose elements correspond to the inverses of the square of the

velocities of each mode. Using (2.5) it can be defined the following diagonal modal

matrices.

and

Therefore it can be written:

E = T(7,LT/

C = TJ]CTy

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

LC = A (2.6c)

Consider now the matrices of left and right eigenvector, Ml and Mr respectively, ofA:

ML=-r
dl

Ti-1
rw pti-1

V ^W1!

Ti-1
rw

np— I

V ~MjXVll

(2.7a)

and

M>'Ti
T 7 T
ly LLW íy

T Y -T Y
(2.7b)

where Zw =VLC
'
and \w = -JCL

'

Using (2.7) the eigenvalues matrix ofA are

obtained as follows:

MLAMR =

r o

o -r
(2.8)
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where

r=y¡^\y=4j¡r (2.9)

For obtaining a system of ordinary differential equations the telegrapher's equations

must be transformed to the characteristics domain. Premultiplying (2.3) times (2.7a) the

next equations are obtained:

z^|+rAJvM(^o+cí|+rA)ijíj0+ftim(í).)+z^Gvm(í,o=o
(2.10a)

[dt as)
v^o-L

'a rd)
-r—

y ed
im(í,t)-mm(4,t)+zwGvm(í,t) = o

(2.10b)

where

and

ft = T-j'RT,

G = T/'GT,,

(2.10c)

(2.10d)

Multiplying (2.10a) and (2.10b) times (z(f.c)~1and considering that (z^c)-1^ and

(z^Cj L =ZW the next equations for the jth mode are obtained:

a a \
— + y¡

—

dt r>d£ raj(í.t)+zWJ
a a )
— + Y.

[dt ''84.
LÁZ.t)

+rJTíRJkLÁí,0+rJZxx.Avi.,J(í.O=Q
k=X

l_ d_\
{dt Y'd4 v„,M,t)-zwj

d__ _aj
dt hd4) !.#.*)

-rJ£RJkim.(í,t)+yJz„JGJvmj(4,t) = o

*=i

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

where y ¡
and ZWJ are the modal propagation velocity and characteristic impedance,

Vmjmd ^my are the modal voltage and current. RJk is the element j, k ofmatrix R and
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Gj is the elementjj of G . Index./ takes the valúes 1, 2, 3, ...,« where n is the number

ofmodes in the system.

dx
Solutions for the expression y

= ±— represent families of lines in the x-t plañe; these
dt

lines are well known as characteristic and they are shown in the Fig. (2.1) [12]. Along

these lines the condition I — ±y.
— = ±— holds. Substituting these terms in (2.1 la)

and (2. 1 lb) and multiplying by dt the next equations are obtained:

^M+V/g(í,0+-i(/¿Vrt(M+«4;^/My(í10 = 0
(2.i2)

*=i

dVmi(^t)-ZyijdIm¡(4,t)+dxjYJLfihMA-dXt ZWJGj VmJ(4,t)
= 0

(2., 3)
*=i

S --^Negative Slope Positive Slope^*- R

Figure 2. 1 . Characteristics diagram.

Equations (2.12) and (2.13) are an Ordinary Differential Equations system that

represents the Partial Differential Equations system given by (2. 1 ) and (2.2). The central

finite differences method is used to intégrate (2.12) and (2.13), the valúes in S and R are

approximated using the valúes at a travel time (r ), as is shown in Fig. (2.2).
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From Fig. (2.2), Vel£j and Ke/f. are the velocities ofpropagation of each mode and Vhmj

and Vmj are the voltages of each mode. Equations (2.12) and (2.13) correspond to the

positive and negative slopes of the characteristics. Applying the central finite

differences method to (2.12) and (2.13) respectively gives:

1

S
*,

../

R

í
Aí

i

tri

E

l

r
~

rrrr

' < A
r<í$s«r

<¡x^S

\ \?.£>'***-V

B

\
m\ vm2 mj

vB. v\'
mj

*
ml v,

B

«1

Length (£)
Figure 2.2. Modal voltages in the characteristic curves diagram.

where

HsV¿J-H6V¿J+Z2lZJ-ZlI¿J = Q

HsVsmj-HbV^-Z2Ismj+ZxIBm]=Q

(2.14)

(2.15)

"5 =

( Iz G
i +

"J J

(2.16a)
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ff«=

z,=

22 =

1 _
■ *>i ¡

2

«a

(2.16b)

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

The valúes Vm_, Vni and /m-, /mlare known, using these valúes the rest ofthe modal

voltages and currents between the extremes A and B are calculated with the linear

interpolation method ofLagrange as is shown in appendix A.

Representing (2.14) and (2.15) in matrix form and substituting (A.6) and (A.7) the next

equation systems are obtained:

H5Vm*+Z2I«=Vl

H5V», -Z2lm -Vhiti

where

Vl ■=H6(a2V>a,V,?)+Z1(a2I„; +a,l£)

Vl =H6(aIV>o2VMs)-Z1(o1I^ +a2lf )

(2.18a)

(2.18b)

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

The right hand sides of (2.18) involve voltages and currents delayed a travel time, henee

they represent "history terms". With the transformation matrices Ty and T/ (2.1 8a) and

(2. 1 8b) can be expressed in phase domain as follows:

i*' =Yphaiy +iAH

I5 =¥„,,_„Vs+l£phase

(2.20a)

(2.20b)

where

-T 1R
•V **■■*,

1 ~

lIlm

(2.21a)

(2.21b)
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V*'=T,V«

V¿=TFV¿

(2.22a)

(2.22b)

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

(2.24)

Equations (2.20) represent Norton's equivalent circuits for the transmission line ends, as

shown in Fig. (2.3).

li -lH
- -t.z;XVAy Hm

lH
- -T/Z¡ y

Hm

v

phase
= T.Z" 'HsT*;1

Ou ud Phase

+

Figure 2.3. Norton's circuits at the end and at the beginning ofthe line.

2.3 Multiconductor Transmission Line with Frequency Dependent
Electrical Parameters

The equations in time domain for multiconductor transmission lines with frequency

dependent electrical parameters can be expressed as follows [17].

^ +Lo^+Af'R'(/-r)I(r)í.r = 0
d4

°

dt dt*

^L +C^ +A f'G'(/-r)V(r)í/r = 0
ñP dt dtio

(2.25)

(2.26)

Where Lo, C, G'and R' are the geometrical inductance, the capacitance, the shunt

transient conductance and series transient resistance ofthe line, respectively, V and I

were defined in section 2.2.
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In (2.25) the elements ofthe transient resistance matrix are fitted with a sum of rational

functions and the convolution term is solved using a recursive scheme, as is shown in

appendix B. According to the appendix B and considering that G does not depend on

frequency the telegrapher's equations become ofthe following form:

^Y_ +D^ +R,I + Y = 0

d4 dt
x

ai+C^ +GV = 0
dtd4

(2.27a)

(2.27b)

where D, Rx and Y are defined in appendix B; C and G were defined in section 2.2.

Multiplying the equations (2.27a) and (2.27b) by D" and C~ respectively, gives the

following:

—U + A—U + BU +W -= 0

d4 dt

where

B =

0 c
-i

D"1 0

C 'G 0

0 D'R

U =

V

I

0
/ =

Ir'Y

Diagonalization of DC and CD produets are defined by:

T,7DCTK = A

(2.28)

(2.29a)

(2.29b)

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

(2.31a)

and

T/'CDT, = A (2.31b)
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where Tv and T, are the modal matrices of voltages and currents respectively. In

addition, modal electrical parameters can be expressed as follows:

d = t;'dt.

C = TJlCTv

and

DC =A

The characteristic impedance and admittance matrices are given by:

zw=,jfi£-

Yw = VCD"'

Moreover from the diagonalization ofA the propagation velocities are obtained:

(2.32a)

(2.32b)

(2.32c)

(2.33a)

(2.33b)

MLAMR =

r o

o -r
(2.34)

where

r = >/£FíF = VAir (2.35)

The left (Ml) and right (Mr) eigenvectors ofA were defined in (2.7). According to the

procedure presented in section 2.2 equation (2.28) is left-multiplied by Ml and knowing

that along the characteristics:

a a )
—+r,

—

dt r'd4)

dt y'd4)

d_
~ +

dt

d_
dt

(2.36a)

(2.36b)

the following system in modal domain is obtained:

d d dx,
"

_ dx, - dx,
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d d dx. -£, - dx, - dx,

JtV»j -^Jj^-J ^L,**»1»- —¿Z«jGjV*j
+

aWm/
=

(2.37b)

where

Yj=±jt (2.37c)

Equations (2.37) are An equations that represent (2.25) and (2.26). To intégrate (2.37)

the central finite differences method is used, as shown in Appendix C. Finally it can be

obtained in the phase domain:

I*'=Y*aíeV*'+I¿ (2.38a)

IS=Y¿LV5+I¿ (2.38b)

where

fR' __**r fR1 -

"V
*■*•*- (2.39a)

IS=T,I* (2.39b)

V*'=T„V* (2.40a)

VS=TKV¿ (2.40b)

Ia — _T 7~lVA
lH
-

l/'JfC *
Hm (2.41a)

•tB
_ _np _r-i\rB

lf/
— 1 ,Zlk V

ffm (2.41b)

'K
rp

rw
— ITT -T-- 1

(2.42)

From (2.38) the Norton's circuits in phase domain are obtained, as shown in Fig. (2.4).
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Figure 2.4. Norton's circuits at the end and at the beginning ofthe line.

2.4 Application Example

Different cases of transient events are used to validate the model. Transient voltages

obtained with the developed model are compared with those obtained using a frequency

domain method [15] and the ATP/EMTP [3]. Data for the simulation do not belong to

an actual specific line, they represent a typical transmission line and are only used to

obtain results and to validate the model.

As first application example, a 100 km long 3-phase uniform line is used for the

analysis. The line is formed by three conductors in horizontal configuration; the

distance between conductors is 3 m. The radius and height ofthe line are 0.02 m and 15

m respectively, the permeability ofthe ground and the conductors is 1.2566x1o"6 H/m,

the resistivity of the ground and the conductors are 100 Q-m and 2.71xl0"8 íü-m

respectively. At the sending node a 3-phase sinusoidal source is connected; the closing

times of the switches for phases A, B and C are 0.002 s, 0.006 s and 0.012 s,

respectively. At the end ofthe line a high resistance is connected to approximate an

open circuit. In Figs. (2.5) and (2.7), the magnitudes ofthe fitted curves ofthe self and

mutual elements ofthe transient resistance for this line are shown, and Figs. (2.6) and

(2.8) show the corresponding phase angles. It is important to note that R' is a

symmetric matrix. On the other hand, Fig. (2.9) shows the transient voltages at the end

ofthe line.
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Figure 2.9. Transient voltages at the end ofthe line.

As a second application example, a system with two parallel 3-phase lines is used, as

shown in Fig. (2.10). At the sending nodes ofthe A circuit, a 3-phase sinusoidal source

is connected and the times of closing are 0.002 s, 0.006 s and 0.012 s for the phases A,

B and C respectively; the receiving end is considered as open circuit.

On the other hand the B circuit is not energized; the sending nodes are grounded while

the receiving nodes are considered first as open circuits and then as short circuits. In

Fig. (2. 1 1) the transient voltages at the receiving node ofthe A circuit are shown.

The induced voltages at the end of the B circuit for open circuit are shown in Figs.

(2.12). Finally, the transient currents at the receiving node ofthe A and B circuits for

short circuit termination are shown in Fig. (2.13) and Figs. (2.14), respectively.
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Figure 2.10. Configuration ofa circuit of two lines.
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Figure 2. 1 1 . Transient voltages at the end ofthe A circuit.
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Figure 2. 1 3. Transient currents at the end ofthe A circuit for short circuit.
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Figure 2.14. Transient induced currents at the end ofthe B circuit for short circuit.
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2.5 Conclusions

In this section a model for multiconductor transmission lines with and without

frequency dependent electrical parameters for time domain analysis of transient voltages

was presented.

Similarly to the Universal model and the Martí model the technique developed in this

work does not need to divide the line in segments and the line is represented by

Norton's circuits in phase domain.

Both the Universal model and the Martí model require the approximation of two

parameters for including the frequency dependence of the electrical parameters. The

model presented in this work only requires the approximation of one parameter: the

transient resistance.

The parameters approximated in the Universal and the Martí model present fast

variations, therefore they are more susceptible to modeling errors. On the other hand,

the transient resistance is a smooth function, which is easier to approximate.

The model was validated by comparing its results with those from the Martí model,

available in the simulation program ATP/EMTP, and the results from a Numerical

Laplace Transform program.
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3 Characteristics Model for

Transmission Lines Through

Decoupled Modes Analysis

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 a characteristic model for Multiconductor Transmission Lines (MTL) for

time domain transient analysis was presented. The technique is based on the solution in

time domain of the telegrapher's equations using the method of characteristics. The

interpolation method of Lagrange was used to obtain the valúes of modal voltages and

currents in the propagation axis, as shown in Fig. (2.2).

In this Chapter a different model for multiconductor transmission lines based in the

method of characteristics is presented. In contrast with the method presented in Chapter

2, here the interpolations are made in the time axis and modal voltages, modal currents

and convolution terms are interpolated in a sepárate way. To validate the model a

number of application examples are used and the results are compared to those from a

frequency domain method and from time domain methods.

3.2 Transmission Line with Frequency Dependent Electrical

Parameters Through Separated Modes Analysis

As presented in Chapter 2, after using modal analysis an ordinary differential equations

system for theyr/i-mode can be obtained:

d-rVm), + Zw, ±ImJ + ^KXjImJ +%**&.,+%>"., =0 (3*la)
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d d dx, — dx , _.
dx i

¿rmJ
-

zWJ <Limj + -¿nXiimj
- -r-zWJGj vm¡ + -¿Wmj

= o (3.1b)

where

^=±dt
(3.1c)

For this model the parameter Rxj¡ is considered as diagonal to enforce the separation of

the modes. The central finite differences method is applied to intégrate (3.1) according

to Fig. (3.1). Each equation system corresponding to the jth-mode is evaluated in a

sepárate way. Equation (B.13) is used to replace the convolution terms in points S and R

obtaining the following equations:

tf

R

"•a

,
!

/

w
Y-****-
\^*
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'VA2Y
ml

yh.'
ml

B,

t i

s
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■

r

/

I
.

"
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" .' 1

¡a/
\

Aj lyAi
mj 1»/

TJ

Length (af) Length Length

Figure 3. 1 . Characteristic lines diagrams for the sepárate modes analysis.

H3V¿j-H4V¿j +ZK lRmJ -ZJ¿< +^-l?% +<)=0 (3.2a)

ttrtj-WÜ -Zk'Íj +ZJI; -^tpt,} +<)=0 (3.2b)
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The variables Z4, Zx,, //_, Ha and the convolution terms are defined in Appendix C. On

the other hand, terms Velmj , Vm'j and Vmj were defined in Chapter 2. The variables Vm J ,

VJj, IJj, IJj and (//„/,, if/Jj are calculated by interpolation with the second order

Lagrange method according to Fig. (3.2):

Rs

Aí
x '

- /
yAji
mi

-

yAi
mi

yAjk-6, _

mj

TfAjk-26l _
"tj

£ /

/ i §mj

Ti

Length (i)

Figure 3.2. Interpolation diagram for the modes voltages of thejih-mode.

where

V¿=aXÍV*>¡ +a2]V%-" +a3Jvtft'

yBj -^ VB'k +n y8»-" +/_. yB.'-¡*
vmj ~a\jvmj +aljymj +a3jrmj

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

a-J
=
&!«/ -2A/AÍ,,,,, -Atht<mj +2A/2

2At'
(3.4a)

a2j
=

ht2
(3.4b)
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'
1 A a 2

Similar expression to (3.3) for the modal currents and modal convolution terms are

obtained. Substituting (3.3) in (3.2) and expressing the result as a function of the

"history terms" the next equations are obtained:

I*J=Z-¿HiVZ;+IAH'mJ (3.5a)

ISnj=Z-KiH3V¿j+IBH¿IJ (3.5b)

where

C,=-Z*C. (3.6a)

ikj—zlrhj (3-6b)

H^jVfy +a2jV¿>-» +«VK¿T )+Z4(xiy/í +<*2,/¿r +«3y^rv)~
Hmj «*,/ ^ /, ^ \ Axe „,

J

(3.7a)

tf4(*i,Fí/ +a2>Kflfr + ayVB^)-Z_i(aljIB'} + a2jIB^ +ayIBm>?»)+
vB>'
Hmj AX, / B fi „ \ AX. .,

(3.7b)

The variables VH¿tJ and FWny corresponding to the yY/z-mode represent "history terms"

delayed a travel time. Expressing (3.5) in matrix form and applying the transformation

matrices T*/and T¡ (3.5) can be expressed in phase domain as follows:

\R'=Y^\RnAH (3.8a)

I5=Y^V5+I^ (3.8b)

where
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R i.V
I" = -T,C V=T,Vm

VR'=T.-V,:,Vs=Tt,vS

I
A __x 7",V/< Ifl --T 7-,Vfl

YK _ f» 7-*I¥ X-'
Phs

~

llí,Knily

(3.9a), (3.9b)

(3.10a), (3.10b)

(3.1 la), (3.11b)

(3.12a), (3.12b)

In the same form than in Chapter 2, (3.8) represent Norton's equivalent circuits, as

shown in Fig. (3.3).

/^+ +

y*

v~| CD Q ) lv~ V"'

"

lH

Figure 3.3. Norton's circuits that represent the transmission line.

3.3 Application Examples

The results from the proposed model are compared with those obtained using a FDM

(Frequency Domain Method) [18, 19], the Model of J. Martí available in the

ATP/EMTP [3] and the ULM (Universal Line Model) available in the EMTP-RV [20]

The FDM is considered as the theoretically exact solution and represents the base of

comparison for the simulation results.

a). Energization ofa MTL.

As first application example, a system with three parallel 3-phase lines is used, as

shown in Fig. (3.4). The length ofthe lines is 100 km. The radius ofthe conductors is

0.02 m, the permeability ofthe ground and the conductors is 1.2566x10* H/m, the
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resistivity of ground and conductors are 100 Q-m and 2.7 lxl O"8 Q-m, respectively. At

the sending node ofthe A circuit, a 3-phase sinusoidal source of 230 kV is connected;

the times ofclosing are 0.002s, 0.006 s and 0.012 s for phases O, P and Q, respectively,

and the receiving end is considered as open circuit.

B and C circuits are not energized and the sending nodes are grounded while the

receiving nodes are considered as open circuits. The elements ofR'(s) were fitted with 9

poles for all examples. In Fig. (3.5) the transient voltages at the receiving node ofthe P

phase ofthe A circuit are shown. The induced per unit voltages in the P phase at the end

ofthe B and C circuits are shown in Figs. (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. As it can be seen

both the ULM and the characteristics model provide for practical purposes results cióse

to those from the FDM.

Consider now the case where the ends ofall circuits are connected to ground through 10

Q resistances. Figures (3.8)-(3.1 1) show the transient induced currents on the O and P

phases at the ends of the B and C circuits. In this case the J. Martí model does not

provide correct results. This can be attributed to the fact that this model does not take

into account the frequency dependence ofthe transformation matrix.

A Circuit

B Circuit C Circuit

lOm

O Phase I

16m

O Phase

P Phase

Figure 3.4. Configuration ofa MTL with three circuits.
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0.015

Time (s)

Figure 3.5. Transient voltages in the P phase at the end ofthe A circuit.
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Figure 3.6. Transient induced voltages in the P phase at the end ofthe B circuit.
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Figure 3. 1 1 . Transient induced currents in the P phase at the end ofthe C circuit (connected to ground).

b). Field test.

As a second example consider the field measurements published in ref. [21]. The line

configuration is shown in Fig. (3.12). The sending nodes of phases B and C and the

receiving nodes for all phases are considered as open circuits. Figure (3.13) show the

transient voltages at the receiving node ofthe line.

22 m

O o
35 m

O O O

25 m

l0.4m

415 Q

1 x 4000 /js

Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

83.2 km

///////

Figure 3. 1 2. Configuration ofthe line for the field test [21 ].
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c). Inclusión ofa non-linear element.

The objective ofthis example is to demónstrate the ability ofthe proposed line model to

manage the inclusión of a non-linear element. Consider the same configuration of

Fig. 3.4 but now with a length of 10 km. At the sending node ofthe O phase ofthe A

circuit a typical lightning voltage impulse (1.2/50 us) is injected. The receiving end is

considered as open circuit. Circuits B and C are not energized and sending nodes are

grounded while receiving nodes are considered as open circuits.

A simple surge arrester is connected at the receiving node of the O phase of the A

circuit. This arrester is basically a non-linear resistance modeled by means of a piece

wise linear approximation (4 slopes) of its v-i characteristic, as shown in Table 1 .

Transient voltages at the node where the arrester is connected are shown in Fig. 3.14.

For comparison purposes results from the ATP/EMTP (J. Marti Model) are also

provided. The arrester model in ATP/EMTP used the same piece-wise linear

approximation of Table 1. As shown in Fig. 3.14 results from the model proposed here

are very cióse to those from ATP/EMTP.
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Table 1 Surge arrester 's data

Voltage range

(P-u.)

Resistance

(Q)

0.0-1.0 10,000

1.0-1.2 325

1.2-1.3 75

1 .3 and above 35

1.5 r

_
1

>

u

SC

3

% 0.5-

>
_

c

I)

5 0

i-

-0.5

\

\

-without arrester

with arrester

tí
l/\ ¡A

•.*.
t \

V
b

-Characteristics

J. Marti

//'

•-.■J l

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Time (ms)

Figure 3. 1 4. Transient voltages at the receiving node ofthe O phase ofthe A circuit. with and without

arrester
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3.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter a second model for overhead MTLs with frequency dependent electrical

parameters for time domain transient analysis has been presented. The model requires

the approximation of one parameter (the transient resistance) to include the frequency

dependence ofthe electrical parameters.

In contrast with the method presented in section 2, the respective interpolations ofthe

modal voltage, modal current and the convolution terms are made in the time axes and

each mode is evaluated in a sepárate way.

The model does not require the extraction of time delays as is the case ofthe ULM.

Another important contribution is that the model does not need the discretization mesh

ofthe line and it does not present problems whh asymmetric line configurations.

Results obtained with the developed model have been compared with those from the J.

Martí model, the ULM (Universal Line Model) and a FDM program (Numerical

Laplace Transform) and field measurements.
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4 Modeling of

Underground

Transmission

Systems

4.1 Introduction

Cable systems are used to transmit electrical energy when the installation of overhead

lines is unpractical, unsafe or when they present an unacceptable environmental impact.

The main application ofunderground systems has been in crowed cities where rights-of-

way for overhead lines are expensive or even unavailable. Places where cable

installations are necessary include zones where overhead lines would be a risk for

people as well as for the reliability ofthe system, or even when this sort of installations

do not "match" the style of the place. These zones are for example airports and

surroundings, exits of station of public transportations, crossings through áreas with

water like rivers and lakes, etc.

The models that have been developed for the analysis of overhead lines can be used for

cables modeling. However, these models have presented some problems to suitably

reproduce voltages and currents in transient state. These problems are due to the fact

that the modal velocities ofan underground cable system are more dissimilar from each

other than those ofan overhead transmission line.

From the above, in this Chapter a model for underground transmission systems is

developed. The model that was presented in Chapter 3 for overhead transmission

systems is extended for modeling buried cables. This model uses second order

interpolations on the time axis and the modal voltages, modal currents and convolution

terms are interpolated in a sepárate way. This decreases some problems found in the
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model ofChapter 2 produced for the large differences among the modal velocities ofthe

underground systems; however, it does not eliminate the problem completely.

The results obtained with the methodology presented here are compared with those

from a frequency domain method.

4.2 Electrical Parameters of Single Phase Cables

For the single phase cable shown in Fig. (4.1) the telegrapher's equations in the

frequency domain can be expressed as follows:

Figure 4. 1 . Single phase cable with three loops (Core, Metallic sheath and Armor).

-q^=zi(¿,,) (4.d
d£,

_ffl(#!0= (42)
d4

Where Z and Y are the series impedance and shunt admittance matrices per unit length,

respectively.
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4.2.1 Impedances Calculation

According to Fig. (4.1) the series impedance is expressed as follows [3]:

Z =

Zh Zn 0

*ai Zn *23

0 Zjj z»

(4-3)

where

Z\ 1
=Zp^ „,

+ ZConlSKaik_/j--tato, + ^s)_.__* j, (4.4a)

^22 = Zsheath oul
+ Z

sheath Armor JmuUmon
+Z

_4rmBr__»
(4.4b)

Z33 = ^^,,0- o», +^/í„TOr/£í«*_iio»taio»i +Z£á,A á, (4.4c)

being ZCore oul , ZSheatl} ou¡
and Z

lnno_ ou¡
the intemal impedance per unk length of

tubular core, sheath and armor conductor respectively.

The internal impedance per unit length ofthe tubular core is defined as:

Zcor,^
= JKj+Z,* (4.5a)

where R_._¡ and ZH: are the direct current resistance and the high frequency impedance

given by:

Ké = -£ja- and z* =
Pcon

<45b>
Krr-co.e 2xrr-coreP

being pcoreand rr__íurelhe resistivity and the radius ofthe core and p is the complex

penetration depth defined as:

p
= J-£s=- (4.5c)

where //_, is the permeability ofthe core.

On the other hand, Z^,,.^ m
and ZArmor m are calculated as follows:
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Z -[ ?■»< Y^x(r,^lp)Io(rtM^/p)+K0(rUM^/p)I,(rlmule/p)\(íai

where

D= ^(rm,Jp)l¿rMHJp)-K¿ra,aJ p)l¿rmt¿tl p) (4.6b)

In (4.6b) /„ and A'„are the Bessel functions of first and second kind, respectively;

-mi**,
and rMai^are the external an internal radius of the tubular conductor. The

expressions for Z»^ „
and ZArmor m

are given by:

Zn*e m

2*r_

Y^iCU^ lP)lt.i''malt lp) + K0(rimde /p)!^^^ fp)\i6c)

For a single phase cable ZEanl, m
is not needed, henee the way of calculating this will

be explained in the next section. On the other hand, Zf„;aei_* /„_*___„.

ZsheaAArmorjmmkmm «*• z
Atmor £n-fc lm¡kmm are the geometrical impedances of each

element ofthe cable. For example ZCon_aKaíh lmúkmm
is obtained as folbws:

O** Shtmh Imyíaoa*
~

JW-Z « (4.7)
131 rmade-lm

Where rmlaáe_hm and rmadt_lHsait the outside and inside radius ofthe insulation, //,,and

u, are the permeability of free space and insulation respectively. For the mutual

impedances it is considered that Zf2 = Z2- . Z23 = Z32 and Z,3 ■= Z3I =0 because there is

not common branch between the loops 1 and 3. The mutual impedance is defined as

follows:

7
r Shf al .a o.

t-Tube-mtmuMl
~

~Z ~¡Z l***8)

lnrowside-Shealh rmside-Sheath ***-'

where routSídl._sl_rMhand rinslde_SheMh are the outside and inside radius ofthe sheath and

Pshrath ls ^e resistivity of the sheath. According to Fig. (4.1) the next conditions are

considered:
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and

V —V -V
'
core

'
sheath

~ '
1

Vshea,h-Varmor =V2 (4.9a)

V =v'
armor

'
3

I
con

~ 'i

I
core

^ I
sheath =h (49b)

core
"*" *

sheath
' **

armor
~ *

3

Substituting (4.9) in (4.1) gives:

_ffc_^w_) = (Z|i + Zn)lcore+ZnIshealh (4.10a)
d4

_<KVs*a*-V?nn<r) = fr +Zn+Z2i)lcgn + (Z22+Z33)lsflealh+Z23Ioma. (4.10b)
"4

_d(y^or)= (Zj2 +^y^ + (^ + Z„)lshea¡h + Z„Iamor (4. 10c)

Adding (4.10b) and (4.10c) to (4.10a) and adding (4.10c) to (4.10b) equations for Vcore

Kheaih are obtained. Finally, the equations systems that are obtained are given by:

"'core
_ 7

i , 7
r

+ 7 í Í4 1 1 al
cocer core cosh sheath coar armor \ • a/

d4

""""—
- Z

h
I + ZshshIshealh + ZsharIarmor (4.11b)

"'armor
—7Ja.7J a.7 I (í \\c-\

,,

~

¿'arco1 core T ^arsh1 sheath^ * arar1 armor H*"W

d4

where

ZCoco = Z\\+1Zn+ Z22 + 2Z23 + Z33

Zafeo = Zcosh =Zn+Z22+ 2Z23 + Z33

•^Cf-ar = ^aren = Z
shar

= Z'_•„■/, = Z2i + Z33 (4.12)

ZjtaA = Z22 + 2Z23 + Z33

•^aro*- = ^33

Equations (4.1 1) allow obtaining voltages and currents at each element ofthe cable. For

calculating the geometrical inductance (LK) and the transient resistance (ZJ) that allows
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modeling the cable in time domain it will be necessary to sepárate the parameters from

(4.12). Equations (4.1 1) are expressed in matrix form as follows:

dVr,

d4
dKshaeth

d4
dV„.

d4

= z
Modified Lsheath (4.13a)

where

'

Modified

7
coco

7
■'-'cosh

7
¿'shco Zshsh
7
^arco

7
¿■arsh

*'

shar (4.13 b)

Z-Modified can be expressed as:

Z'Modijied
~ ^c +slig (4.14a)

where:

'Cll

'C21

-C3I

-C12

'C22

'C32

'C13

'C23

'C33

(4.14b)

L«
=

'«n -«12 ^«13

'g2l ^gll

'«31 Zg32

'gil

'«33

(4.14c)

The elements of Zc and Zs are defined starting from (4.12) as:

ZcXX =Zcore_oul +Zshcalh_in +Zshealh_out + ZArmorJn
+ ZArmor_out + Z¡¡arth tn +2(Zn + Z23)

**^C12 =*^C21 =

ZShealh_out + ZAmorJn
+Z

Armor oul
+'*•Earth Jn

+ ^12 + ^Z23

Zci3

T22

'Zoi _^C23 : *^C32 _ -^32 + ZArmor ou,
+ ZKurlh ,„ (4.15)

Z.r"/-) Shealh OUt dm,,,. Ir* ~l~ ¿. Ar*.*.* ,.,„ ' ¿* tTrrrrh irr, l¿.¿.''

Armor tn 'Armor oul
'

Earth in 23

Zr33
- ¿Armar out

+ Z
Earlh
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¿g\\
~

ZconlSheal^Insulanon
+z

Shealh I Amor Insulation
+z

Armor/ Earth Insulation

¿g\2 ~^g2\
~

^Sheath/Armor Insulation
+ z

Armor IEarth Insulation

ZgU ~ZgS\ ~Zg23
■7 =7■

-c

^32
**
¿ rmor I Earth

_

Insulation (4.16)

^g22 ~¿ShealhlArmor Insulation

7 =7
«33 ArmorlEarth Jnsulalion

+ z
Armorl Earth insulation

A.l.l Admittance Calculation

The expression for the shunt conductance (G) and shunt capacitance (Cg) for each

insulation layer is obtained starting from (4.2) as follows:

\dlx]
dt

dl2

d4

dh

Yd4_

=

Gx + /wC, 0 0

0 G, + jwC2 0

0 0 Gy + /wC3

v, (4.17)

In the same form in which ZModij¡_.d was obtained, the conditions of equation (4.9) are

applied in (4.17) to obtain YWodSfed as follows:

dL

d4

dlshealh

d4
dL

d4

= Y
Modified sheath (4.18)

where

Y
Modified

-G + sCg (4.19)

and
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G =

G, -G, O

-G, G_+G2 -G2

O -G2 G2+G3

"c, -c, 0

c«
= -c, ct+c2 -c_

0 -c2 C2 :-C3J

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

The shunt capacitance and shunt conductance for a tubular insulation are defined as:

C„o„
c =J____g£___

log
'outside

tmtde

and G„ = ^*-

^n
(4.21a), (4.21b)

where f0and em are the permittivity of free space and the nth- insulation, a„ is the

conductivity ofthe n//i-insulation, rm¡slde and rimUk are the outside and inside radius of

the tubular insulation.

4.3 Calculation of Electrical Parameters for Three-Phase Cables.

To extend the calculation ofthe electrical parameters to the case ofa three-phase cable

system, the magnetic coupling between the cables should be considered. In Fig. (4.2) a

system with three cables is shown [3]; they are located at the same depth (h) and the

cross section is detailed in Fig. (4. 1 ).

aK

Figure 4.2. Three-phase cable system.
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4.3.1 Impedance Calculation.

For the three-phase cable system shown in Fig. (4.2) equation (4. 1 ) becomes of the

following form:

d_
d4

ZA¿u 7a 7a
¿12 ¿13 "0 0 0 "0 0 0

"

•M

7A¿21
r_J

A
ry A

*■!! ¿23 0 0 0 0 0 0
*2

7Á■¿31
7a 7a
¿32 ¿33 0 0 Zab i 0 o zACm *3

"0 0 0
"

¿11
jB >jB
¿12 ¿13 "0 0 0

"

^4

0 0 0 ZB¿21
ry
B ryB

¿22 ¿23 0 0 0 *5

0 o zBA ?B¿31
>jB f B

¿32 ¿33 0 o zBC\ *6

"0 0 0
"

"0 0 0
"

~7C¿n 7C ?CY\
¿12 ¿13 *7

0 0 0 0 0 0 7C¿21 7c 7c
¿22 ¿23 *8

0 0 zCAm 0 0 Zcb. ¿31 7c 7c
¿32 ¿33 J - 9_

(4.22)

V7

being ZBC =Z^ , ZAB = ZBA and Z^ = ZAC . The couplings are given by the

parameters ZAB, ZAC, ZBC. For obtaining a system in terms of each element ofthe

cable (core, sheath and armor) the conditions of equations (4.9) are applied to (4.22).

According to the above the next equations system is obtained:

d_
d4

"cj

JAB

'AC JBC

AC V

BC I*

JC
_ Jc.

(4.23)

where

Za =

,A

coco
7a
'-cosh

ZA
^coar

ZB
'-'coco

rA

shco
7a
¿■shsh

7a
¿■shar -Zg - ?B

¿'shco

,A

arco
7a
^arsh ZA

'"arar
ZB
'"arco

/«
'cosh

rB
'shsh

7B
¿■arsh

Z'

Zl

7»
■"coar

7B
Jshar

7B
''arar

.zc

ZL
coco

7C

7C

c

cosh
Zc

■C

shsh
7C
^shar

■C

arsh
Zc
arar

(4.24a)

and

Z>AB - 'AB

'AB

■AB

■AB

'AC

'AC

'AC

■AC

JBC

■BC

'BC

■BC

■BC

■BC

'BC

'BC

'BC

(4.24b)
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'

Va'
Core Core

Vi''
Core

Va
'Sheath .va« vSheath -vr = v£

'Sheath

Va
Armor

VBw
Armor ' Armor

The vectors of voltages and currents correspond to elements of each cable, for example

the vectors ofvoltages are given by:

(4.25)

The diagonal matrices ZA, ZB and Zc are calculated in the same form to that of

Z'Moéfied m section (4.2.1). ZA =ZB = ZC ifthe cables have the same geometrical

configuration and electrical properties.

The electrical parameters ZEarlh ¡n, ZAB, ZAC, ZBC are the self and mutual earth

impedances. Pollaczek defined an expression to calcúlate these impedances [3, 22];

however, there are difficulties to find the analytical solution for these expressions.

There are some approximations for the solution of Pollaczek expressions (the infinite

earth model, Wedepohl and Wilcox approximation and the approximation of Ametani)

[22]. In this work, the infinite earth model is used to calcúlate the earth impedances:

'Earth in

'Earth-Mutual

PEarth^o(routside [ P)

^''outside PKx(''outside • P.

PEarthKo(d/
'

P)

(4.26)

(4.27)
2nrxr2pKx(rxl p)Kx(r2lp)

where ZEarú__Mutual is the mutual impedance of earth between two cables, ZEarlh_in is

the self impedance of earth, p^^ is the resistivity of the earth, rmmde is the total

radius ofthe cable and d is the distance between cables.

For obtaining the geometrical inductance and the transient resistance ofthe three-phase

system, equation (4.22) is expressed as follows:

d_v _7abc j
,a

y
ABC
-

^Modified lABC (4.28)

where
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V^r =
ív"l M
v. ' ^ABC ~ i«

lvcj kJ
(4.29)

,¿«r
= Z^*r+5LJir =

z, Zy|_» Z^c

Z.|_l z. Z__r

Z/ic Z«c Zc

(4.30)

where Z4*' and L? are the transient resistance matrix and geometrical inductance

matrix ofthe system, respectively, which are defined as follows:

,ABC
'BA

-CA

Z

z

AB

B

■•CB

'AC

'BC (4.31a)

ABC

0 0

I* 0

o If,

(4Jlb)

The diagonal submatrices are calculated as fe was shown in section (4.2.1).

43.2 Admittance Calculation.

Similarly to the description presented in the section (4.3.1 X equation (4.2) is expressed

as follows:

[¿1,1
d4 "v/
d\B

d4

dlc

V/IBC
_

MHoéfkd

yc.

L«J

(4-32)

where
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'
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'
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'Core 'Core

Va
'Sheath >vfl = yB

'Shealh .vc = yC
'Shealh

Va'
Armor

yB'
Armor

yC'
Armor

(4.33)

h =

'

Ia
Core

'

IB
'Core

"

Ic
'Core

Ia
'Sheath .!* = 1B

'Shealh »Ic = jC'
Sheath

Ia
'Armor

IB1
Armor

IC*
Armor

(4.34)

and

v/iflc __rABC , „rxABC
1
Modified

~ u +S^g (4.35)

GABC =

GA O O

O GB O

O O Gr

(4.36)

iABC

(4.37)

Matrices C and G are calculated according to section (4.2.2).

4.4 Application Example

A system of 3-phase cables 2 km long is considered for the following example. Each

cable has the geometrical configuration shown in Fig. (4.3). The resistivity ofthe core,

the sheath and the earth is 1.71xl0"8, 1.38xl0'7 and 20 O-m respectively. The

permittivity ofthe insulation is 3.3 F/m. The relative magnetic permeability ofthe core,

the sheath, the insulation and the earth is 1 .

At the sending nodes, the cores of phases A, B and C are energized with a 3-phase

sinusoidal source while the sheaths ofthe 3 phases are left as open circuits. At the end

ofthe cables cores and sheaths are also left as open circuits.
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In Fig. (4.4) the transient voltages at the end of cores of phases A, B and C are shown.

The transient voltages at the end ofthe sheaths of each phase are shown in Fig. (4.5).

The results are compared with those obtained from a frequency domain method, as

shown in Figs. (4.4) and (4.5).

Plástic Sheath (Ps)

Metallic Sheath

Single Core

r,
= 0.0127 m

r2
= 0.0282 m

r3
= 0.0293 m

r4
= 0.0345 m

Figure 4.3. Geometrical configuration for a single phase cable without armor.

u

s?
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-. r. ™.
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x 10

Figure 4.4. Transient voltages at the end ofthe cores of phases A, B and C.
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Figure 4.5. Transient voltages at the end ofthe sheaths ofthe phases A, B and C.
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4.5 Conclusión

In this Chapter the model presented in Chapter 3 was validated for 3-phase cables

modeling in transient state. This model decreases the problem with the differences of

the modal velocities.

The technique well known as Vector fitting is used for the synthesis of the transient

resistance with which the frequency dependence of electrical parameters is included.

The R'(s) was fitted with 7 poles for the example.

Results obtained have been compared with those from FDM program (Numerical

Laplace Transform).
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5 Conclusions

and Future Work

5.1 Conclusión

In this thesis, two models for time domain analysis of electromagnetic transients in

transmission lines were developed. Both models include the frequency dependence of

the electrical parameters by means of the synthesis of the transient resistance. The

models are based on the method of characteristics which has been used for the solution

ofthe telegrapher's equations. The techniques convert partial differential equations to

ordinary differential equations and then solve the problem using a finite differences

scheme. The method of characteristics has been used before in modeling Non-Uniform,

Non-Linear and external field excited Transmission Lines. In these cases using this

method requires a time-distance discretization mesh.

In the models presented in this work the method of characteristics is

reformulated for Uniform Multiconductor Transmission Lines. In these models no

discretization mesh is required and Norton equivalent circuits for the line ends are

developed. These models possess some important advantages. One of them is that it

requires only the synthesis of the transient resistance, while traveling wave models

require synthesizing the characteristic admittance and the propagation exponential

matrices. The frequency behavior of the propagation exponential matrix presents fast

variations and heuristic time delays extraction is required to get accurate fitted rational

expansions. In contrast, due to the smoothness of the transient resistance its rational

fitting is straightforward, requires only real poles and there is no need of extracting

time delays. Another advantage is that only two matrix vector convolutions are required

in the Norton model.
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The first model is presented in Chapter 2. In order to introduce the basis of the new

method a model for multiconductor transmission lines without frequency dependence

electrical parameters is first presented. In Section 2.3 the frequency dependence is

included by means ofa rational approximation ofthe transient resistance. In this model

a linear interpolation method is used to obtain the valúes of the modal voltages and

currents in the propagation-axis, as shown in Appendix A.

The second method is developed in Chapter 3. In contrast with the method presented in

Chapter 2, an interpolation method of second order is used to calcúlate modal voltages,

modal currents and convolution terms. Besides, interpolations are made in the time-axis

and modal valúes are interpolated in separated way. This method is used for overhead

and underground transmission systems analysis.

Several application examples have been presented to validate the techniques developed

in this thesis.

• A 3-phase uniform line in horizontal configuration energized with a sequential

closing.

• System with two parallel 3-phase lines in horizontal configuration. In this

example the end ofthe line is considered as open circuit and short circuit.

• System with three parallel 3-phase lines in horizontal and vertical configuration

energized with a sequential closing. The ends of all circuits are considers firstly

as open circuit and secondly as short circuit.

• Comparison with field measurements of a 3-phase uniform line in horizontal

configuration.

• Simulations of transmission lines with non linear loads.

• Simulation ofa 3-phase cable system.
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The methods presented in this thesis have shown good accuracy in the simulation of a

variety of cases. Results obtained with the developed models have been compared with

those from the J. Martí model, the ULM, FDM program and field measurements.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The next list shows recommendations for future research work as continuation of the

models and techniques reported in this thesis.

• Analysis and modeling ofmultitransposed lines and cables.

• Development of a program for the analysis of electromagnetic transients in

electric networks.

• Implementing the model in a real time transients simulator.

• Application of the developed techniques to the analysis and modeling of other

elements of the electric power system, such as transformers and electric

machines.

• Application of the proposed methods to the simulation of electronic

circuits.
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Appendix A Transmission Line

Electrical Parameters

The electrical parameters permit the description of the currents and voltages along the

line. These parameters are the per-unit- length longitudinal or series impedance and the

transversal or shunt admittance matrices.

A.l Longitudinal Impedance Matrix

The total impedance matrix of the transmission line consists of three matrices as

follows:

z =

zg+ze+z£ (A.1)

where Zg, Ze, and Zt are the geometric impedance matrix, the earth return impedance

matrix and the conductors internal impedance matrix, respectively. The geometric

impedance takes into account the external electromagnetic field, as if the conductors

were ideal, the earth return impedance considers the electromagnetic field that

penetrates the soil and the conductors internal impedance models the skin effect.

A.2 Geometric Impedance.

The geometric impedance matrix depends on the geometric configuration and it is

defined for a «-phase transmission line as follows:

2n

lnD"
Reqx

D„

ln-Y!L
d,„

ln-^i
d„,

ln
nn

Reqn

(A.2)
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where

Du
= ^¡{xi-xjf+iyi+yjf

du
= ^j(xi-xjY+b>¡-yjY

x„J=i»hrl(r,_y-'

(A.3a)

(A.3b)

(A.3c)

where 5 is the Laplace variable, /Jo is the free space permeability, (x„ y,) are the

coordinates ofthe xth phase conductor, nh is the number ofconductors in a bundle, r, is

the radius ofthe ith phase conductor, o, is the bundle radius and /?_,,., is the equivalent

radius of the ith phase bundle. Finally, D,j and dy are computed using the method of

images, as shown in Fig. A. 1 :

Figure A.l. Method of images.
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A.3 Earth Return Impedance.

In order to obtain the earth return impedance the complex image method is used. This

method consists of assuming that earth return currents are concentrated in a fictitious

area, parallel to the earth plañe and defined by the earth surface and a complex

penetration depth given by:

P
=

Pe

I SMüMe

(A.4)

where pe is the ground resistivity (Q/m) and //_ the ground permeability (H/m).

Applying the image method according to Fig A.2, the matrix ofearth return impedances

is obtained as follows:

Z =

2n

Dxx

ln-
"'

A,,

■ D\n
ln—-2-

b'
ln

D.

D'u
= ^i+yJ+2pf+{x,-xJf

(A.5)

(A.6)

Figure A.2. Method of complex images.
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A.4 Conductors Internal Impedance.

The alternating current tends to flow near the conductor surface; the amount of area

through which currents flows is a function ofthe frequency. This phenomenon is well

known as "skin effecf and produces a complex penetration which is defined by:

Pc
=

Pc

WoK

(A.7)

Using A.7 according to Fig. A.3, the impedance of the ith phase conductor can be

computed according to the following expression:

Zc.,=
__ V^-fc./ + Zhfj

(A.8)

where

R.dc.i
Pc,i

nr_

(A.9)

'¥r
2nrlPc

(A.10)

being /?_-,, the direct current resistance of the "xth phase conductor and Za/-., its high

frequency impedance. _n_,, is the permeability ofthe xth phase conductor (H/m) and p.,,

its resistivity (fl/m). Finally, the conductor impedance matrix for the n phases of the

line is defined as:

Zcx 0

0 Z
c.l

o

o z
c.n

(A.11)
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Figure A.3. Complex penetration depth in a conductor.

A.5 Transversal Admittance Matrix.

The shunt or transversal admittance matrix is calculated through the method of the

images shown in Fig A. 1 as follows:

Y = 2nse0

iín^ ... ln^
d,„

i-l

ln

Req,

A,
ln

Aa.

Req„

(A.12)

where £o the free space permeability.
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Appendix B Transient Resistance

and Recursive Convolution

B. Synthesis ofthe Transient Resistance and Recursive Convolution

The frequency dependence of the electrical parameters was included in the model

presented in Chapters 2 and 3 by means of the synthesis of the transient resistance

matrix. which is defined as a positive and decreasing function as follows:

R< =^
dt

(B.l)

/=w(í)

R' can be defined as the voltage drop on the line when a step of current is injected.

This term appears when the skin effect in the conductor or in the ground is considered

in the analysis. The limits ofthis parameter are:

lim(R')=Rcdand lim(R') = oo (B.2a), (B.2b)
(-KO í-»0

Consider the well known transmission line longitudinal equation in the frequency

domain:

^>+*L0I(5) + Zí.(*)I(5) + Zi.(j)I(í) = 0 (B.3)
d£,

Zc(s) and ZT(s) are the conductors and the ground return impedances, respectively,

L0 is the geometric inductance and s is the variable of Laplace. From the image in the

frequency domain of (2.25) and (B.3) R'(s)can be defined as:

R'(5)=Zc+Zr (B.4)
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From (B.4) ihe transient resistance can be calculated at any frequency or frequenc)

range required.

ln order to solve the convolutions in (2.25) and (2.26) the transient resistance needs to

be approximated using rational fractions as follows:

R'(5) = H(5) =^+¿K/(í+Ar,+k„ (B.5)
* ,=i

where K
,
is the residues matrix and p, are the poles, n ís the approximation order aid

K, = diaz(RJy,Rj ,,- R__,„) Obtaining (B.5) in time domain and substituting the

result in the convolution term of(2.25) gives the following:

*^ +D|-UR^+|rrh(/-r)I(r),/r=» (B.6)
cg ct ct™

where

D =K„+Lo and h(/) = ¿K,£"'' (B.7)

Apph ing the Lebnitz's rule in the convolution term of (B.6) and substituting the result

ín (B.6) the next expression is obtained:

Í^+D^ + Rj.1 +▼(/)=• (B.8)
cg ct

where

R^R^+bíO) (B.9)

*(') = -¿K.Ae"V*I(r) (B.10)
/=.

The equation (B.10) can be expressed in the frequency domain as:

*(5) = -¿— «*) (B.II)

The equation (B.l 1) can be expressed as a first order differential equation in the time

domain as follows:
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¿T, +/>,*, =K,p,I(0 (B.12)

Applying a finite differences method to (B.12) the next expression for the total

convolution is obtained:

▼O = £*,(') =I
(=1 /=i I + Atpi l + Alp_

(B.13)
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Appendix C Interpolation

of the Modes

C. Interpolation of Lagrange for the j-th Mode

According to Fig. 2 the valúes Va
;, J^and lA¡_ l%¡ are calculated with the linear

interpolation method ofLagrange as follows:

yBj=CijVAj+a2JVBj (C.l)

V¿j=<*2jV¿j+aXjV*j (C.2)

where

«,,=^^ (C3)
Xq -*C|

a2j=X-^ (C.4)
XX -Xq

Xj=TVelj (C.5)

xq and xi are the distances from points A and B, respectively. x¡ is the distance from the

respective mode. The modal currents are obtained in the same form. Considering the n-

modes ofthe system the interpolated valúes ofthe modal voltages and modal currents

are expressed in matrix form as follows:

YB=axVA+a2\B, V¿=a2V¿+a,V* (C.6a), C.6b)

I* =a, Ia +a2 If, , Ia =

a2 Ia, +ax \B„ (C.7a), (C.7b)

where
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OCi a
21

a

o, =
12

a
22

(C.8a), (C.8b)

a, a.

TVel. TVel.

ah=—fL- av=x
—

-f~
(C.9a), (C.9b)
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Appendix D Numerical Solution of the

Ordinary Differential Equations

Applying the central finite differences method in (237a) and (2.37b) according to Fig.

(2) and applying equation (B.13) for replacing the convolution terms in the points S and

R (y_^j . y*j) the next equations are obtained:

where

Ai,

»K -h4v¿ +zki:j -ZJ^ +-^t< +<)=0

Ax.

"Sl -"Sl -zKismj +z4/*_,—ybij +*£)=<>

Ar_?r* Ar^-r.***■■

*¡¡r , J ■»./ 7
****■

J -1 i

***'}
—

***"'■*
■*"

- a ^4
—

*•* «,

(D.la)

(Dlb)

(D^aX (D.2b)

AjTjZwjG, &XlZwíG,
// =1 _____!______. //=!-■- l WJ l

3
2

4

2

Z*=*3-
/StAxJ±T7tK,plT,

< =-Z
1 + A/p,

tr i+A//»t

l+A//>,

(D3aX (D3b)

(D.4)

(D.5aX (D.5b)

Variables V*
, VBf , ¡¿ , /* and \//At . ^Bf are calculated with the linear interpolation

method of Lagrange as it was shown in section 2.2 and according at the appendix C.

Substituting (C.6) and (C.7) in (D.l) and obtaining similar expressions for the

convolution terms to (C.6), equations (D. 1 ) in matrix form become:
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n3v2 + ZKia,=V¡}m (D.6a)

H3V,S-Z^=Vl (D.6b)

where

Vl=H4(a2V^+a1v:)+Z4(a^+a1i:)-^(a2^+a1«P*)-^(+<)(D.7a)

Vl =H4(aIV^+a2VM8)-Z4(a1I^ +a2I*)+^-(o1^ +a2^)+^'P^ (D.7b)

being V#m and V„m the "history terms" delayed a travel time.
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